


“ …THE LEUPOLD GX SERIES IS THE BEST RANGEFINDER ON THE MARKET.”

GOLF DIGITAL LASER
LEUPOLD

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE OF GOLF.
The Leupold GX rangefinder series is in a class of its own!

Leupold is redefining premium golf rangefinders. Designed specially for the golf market and offering a unique combination of 
innovative product features, Leupold’s GX golf rangefinders were developed to provide you with the very best products available on 
the market.
The Leupold GX-3 and GX-4 come in a new, highly modern and attractive design. Cutting-edge OLED technology provides state-of- 
the-art electronics with a crystal-clear optical display. Thanks to a new aluminum housing encased in a comfortable rubber grip, the 
 rangefinders are shockproof, and can be gripped securely even when wet. The GX-3 is the world’s smallest golf rangefinder. 
GX-2 and GX-4 are the world’s only golf rangefinders to use ballistics algorithms to calculate striking distances according to the course 
incline/decline while taking into account atmospheric conditions and the users hitting ability. They then use this information to suggest 
a suitable club (Club Selector). 
Whether you are a professional or an amateur, every detail and function of the GX series is designed to improve your game.

THE LEUPOLD GX® RANGEFINDER FAMILY

The most accurate line of golf rangefinders available. With 
legendary Leupold optics, proprietary PinHunter® laser 
technology that finds the pin easily at any distance, Prism 
Lock™, and scan mode available at any time, there is simply 
no other laser or GPS rangefinder that can keep pace. The 
GX-1 is tournament legal, offering line-of-sight distance 
measurement only. 

Surveyor, coach, mathematician and caddy at your fingertips. 
The Leupold GX-2 and GX-4 are the only golf rangefinders 
available which provide accurate ranging information that 
matches your personal striking distance to the slope of the 
shot and current atmospheric conditions. Wondering which 
club to select? The GX-2‘s proprietary Club SelectorTM feature 
will help you with that too.

Accurate, tournament legal information, on a vivid OLED display. 
Featuring an incredibly compact aerospace-grade aluminum 
body, the GX-3 defines rugged. Add the bright OLED display, 
Fog Mode and Prism Lock and this rangefinder will play along in 
any weather. The GX-3 is tournament legal, offering line-of-sight 
distance measurement only.

The GX-4 offers the same rugged aluminum body, vivid OLED 
display and line-of-sight only measurement of the GX-3 – when 
the chrome faceplate is attached. Snap on the included yellow 
Smart Key faceplate and the GX-4 instantly becomes a coach, 
providing accurate ranging information that matches your 
personal striking distance to the slope of the shot and current 
atmospheric conditions, even suggesting which club to use. The 
GX-4 is two golf rangefinders in one. 

GX®-1

GX®-2

GX®-3

GX®-4

RANGE FINDERS



THE UNRIVALED FEATURES  OFFERED 
BY LEUPOLD’S GX GOLF RANGEFINDERS.

Leupold‘s exclusive combination of PinHunter Technology and 
Prism Lock capability afford unmatched flexibility on thousands 
of courses nationwide and internationally.  Not only can you 
range any course feature, but the addition of Prism Lock 
provides instant, audible feedback and freezes the distance 
on the display when you‘ve ranged the intended feature. 
Highly reflective prisms are incorporated into many course 
features and pins, providing a high intensity return to your GX 
rangefinder.  With Prism Lock, holding the rangefinder steady 
becomes much less of a concern, and you can be assured your distance 
measurement is exact.

Most rangefinders return measurements from the first target returned, which 
in some cases is the fog between you and the pin. Your GX is equipped with 
Fog Mode to cut through the weather and provide fast, accurate measure-
ments to get you on the green.

When you want multiple quick readings in one quick sweep, just hold down 
the power button and the display will continuously update with accurate 
line-of-sight measurements. 

PRISM LOCKTM TECHNOLOGY

FOG MODE

ONE TOUCH SCAN MODE

Our engineers combine precision glass, cutting edge coating 
technology, and rugged structural components to create the most 
desired optical products on the market. The optical system in the GX 
golf rangefinder is built to the same rugged, exacting standards. 
You can expect no less than bright, clear optics, accurate ranging, low 
glare, scratch resistance and  years of dependable use.

All Leupold GX rangefinders feature Leupold’s exclusive PinHunter Laser 
Technology for quick and accurate distance measurements on the golf course.  
The PinHunter technology measures the pin instantly and clearly up to a  
distance of 350 yards (GX-1, GX-2) and 450 yards (GX-3, 
GX-4). When measuring, you can choose between various 
aiming reticles to ensure you are ranging the intended 
target.

PINHUNTER® LASER-
TECHNOLOGY  

OPTICAL SYSTEM

GX-1
GX-2

GX-3
GX-4

1 2 3 4

Hold the Mode button  
for 1 second to enter the 
Quick Set Menu.

Push the Mode button 
again to cycle through 
menu items.

Push the Power button to 
toggle options  
on or off.

Exit and save by holding the 
Mode button for 
1 second.

The Quick Set Menu is intuitive and easy to use, giving you fast access to the incredible perfor-
mance of your GX golf rangefinder.  All features and modes are easy to see without cluttering the 
field of view. 

QUICK SET MENU™
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1 - TGR (True Golf Range) 
2 - 7 selectable reticles
3 -  LOS (line of sight) range 

or altitude / temperature  
output

4 - Prism Lock
5 - Incline/decline angle
6 - Club Selector
7 - Yards/meters mode
8 - Battery level

1 -  TGR (True Golf Range) 
or fog mode 

2 - 3 selectable reticles
3 -  LOS (line of sight) range 

or Club Selector 
or Prism Lock 
or altitude output 
or temperature output

4 - Battery level
5 - Incline/decline angle
6 - Yards/meters mode

GX®-2 DISPLAY FEATURES 
(All functions illustrated)

GX®-4 DISPLAY FEATURES 
(With yellow Smart Key attached,  all functions illustrated)
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GX-2 GX-4 with yellow 
Smart Key attached

DISPLAY
The GX-1 and GX-2 LCD displays show your target clearly, with optical 
precision and 6x magnification. In addition to optical precision and 6x 
magnification, the GX-3 and GX-4 also feature a bright, vivid OLED 
display with high contrast and a crystal-clear distance indicator. The 
GX-3 and GX-4 “Organic Light Emitting Diode” (OLED) display offers 
important benefits during use. Unlike LCD displays, the OLED delivers 
exceptional light transmission and contrast. The luminous red reticle and 
distance indicators stand out clearly against the sharp, high-contrast im-
age and can therefore be read with great ease against any background. 
In addition, OLED displays have a very low power consumption. The use 
of this technology is further proof of how Leupold leads the field when it 
comes to producing top-quality, innovative laser golf rangefinders.

The Leupold GX-2 and GX-4  
measure the line-of-sight (LOS) distance as well as the elevation. When a target lies 
uphill, striking distances must be calculated longer and the hole played accordingly. 
In contrast, distances are shorter when a target lies downhill. In addition, the fact 
that the trajectory of the golf ball varies in cold or hot weather and in low-lying or 
mountainous areas means that the golfer can enter the ambient temperature and the 
altitude (height above sea level) as these affect the striking distance. The GX-2 and 
GX-4 TGR system uses this information to calculate the actual striking distance. They 
are the world’s only rangefinders to provide such exact distance information.

TRUE GOLF RANGETM (TGR®)

WITH PRISM LOCK

No GPS based rangefinder possesses  the exact rangefinding capability of the Leupold GX series.  Designed from the outset as a distance 
measuring tool, the Leupold GX series of laser rangefinders are not navigational devices that have been adapted to ranging. The GX 
rangefinders can take into account all sorts of variables including pin placement,  distances over and around obstacles, and uphill/down-
hill shot angles.   This is why the Leupold GX series has been selected by the Professional Tour Caddies Association as its rangefinder and 
is used by over 150 caddies on the PGA tour. Don’t settle for an educated guess, get True Golf Range with the Leupold GX series.

THE LASER ADVANTAGE
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Leupold’s proprietary Club Selector allows you to set the GX-2 or GX-4 to your individual hitting strength. To do this, you enter your personal striking 
distances for the 8, 6 and 4 irons. In conjunction with TGR, the GX-2 and GX-4 then recommend the appropriate club for your hitting strength, ensur-
ing a reliable shot to reach your intended target. 
Looking at a tough shot and wondering which club to use? The GX-2 and GX-4 can help! 

CLUB SELECTORTM

In the example shown, the GX-4’s display 
(with the yellow Smart Key attached) 
indicates a line-of-sight measurement of 
150 yards.  
Taking into account the ground’s 
6° incline, the striking distance calculated 
by TGR is 164 yards.

… followed by the selected club in 
the same place – in this case the 
8 iron. 

… The word “club” is then 
shown instead of the line-of-sight 
measurement…

In the example shown, the GX-2’s 
display indicates a line-of-sight distance 
of 124m to the pin. The golf course has 
a 9° incline. Using this information, TGR 
calculates the ballistic striking distance 
of 144m which the ball must travel to 
reach the pin. Based on this calculation 
and the reference striking distances you 
have entered, the Club Selector function 
recommends the 5 iron as the ideal club 
for this hole.

CLUB SELECTOR GX®-2

CLUB SELECTOR GX®-4 
(With yellow Smart Key attached)

The example shows the trajectories of shots taken by players A and 
B, two experienced golfers with different hitting strength. Both are 
playing a hole at a distance of 183 yards on a green lying 30° below. 
Both players have entered their personal reference striking distances 
in the Club Selector.

Player B does not hit the ball as far or as steeply as player A. To 
ensure that they reach the pin on the green 183 yards away, the 
GX-2 and GX-4 calculate that the 6 iron would be the ideal club 
for a horizontal distance of 163 yards. In contrast, player A is a 
professional and hits the ball harder and more steeply. The GX-2 
and GX-4 calculate that the 8 iron would be the ideal club for a 
horizontal distance of 170 yards.

Leupold’s GX-2 and GX-4 combine cutting-edge digital electronics 
with state-of-the-art ballistics algorithms. 
 
They are the only golf rangefinders in the world to offer these 
functions. With TGR and Club Selector, Leupold’s GX-2 and GX-4 
are in a class of their own.

Specifications GX®-1 GX®-2 GX®-3 GX®-4

Magnification 6x 6x

Objective Aperture 23mm 22mm

LOS (Line of Sight Distance) Y Y Y Y

Scan Mode Y Y Y Y

Prism Lock™ Y Y Y Y

Pin Hunter® Y Y Y Y

Fog Mode Y Y Y Y

Quick Set Menu Y Y Y Y

Yards/Meters Y Y Y Y

Weatherproof Y Y Y Y

Inclinometer N Y N Y*

TGR® (True Golf Range™) N Y N Y*

Club Selector™ N Y N Y*

Yellow Smart Key™ N N N Y

USGA Legal Y N Y Under Appeal

Weight 6.8 oz 7.8 oz 7.9 oz

Dimensions (in) 4.0L x 2.75H x 1.5W 3.7L x 2.9H x 1.3W 4.1L x 2.9H x 1.3W

Display LCD (black) OLED (red)

Body Material Ruggedized Plastic Aerospace Grade Aluminum

Selectable Aiming Reticles 7 3

Maximum Range 750 Yards/685 Meters 800 Yards/731 Meters

– Reflective Target / Prism 750 Yards / 686 Meters 800 Yards / 731 Meters

– Pin 350 Yards / 318 Meters 450 Yards / 411 Meters

Battery Life 
(CR-2 Lithium-Battery included)

> 10,000 Actuations > 10,000 Actuations

Warranty 1 Year 2 Years

Part Number 68005 68010 68015 110333

* GX-4 features activated only when 
the included yellow “Smart Key™” 
faceplate is attached.

To find out more about Leupold’s exciting line of GX rangefinders, visit: www.leupold.com/golf

T R U E  G O L F  R A N G E

TWO DIFFERENT TRAJECTORIES,  
SAME RESULT!
Although players A and B have different hitting strength, 
they still reach the pin reliably thanks to TGR and CLUB SELECTOR.

183 YDS LINE-OF-SIGHT

163 YDS TGR (6 IRON)

170 YDS TGR (8 IRON)

30°

PLAYER A

PLAYER B
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